Methods to analyse the pair-wise connectivity of data in the temporal domain can provide a rich framework with which to extract transient, dynamic information. This paper presents a theoretical framework for a novel and highly flexible method to this end. By constructing a graph encoding the topology of connectivity, we expound upon a general theory for graph functions which allow for novel temporal probing of the connectivity information, defined as 'temporal connectivity'. This includes methods to compute a special form of classical network measures at the temporal resolution of the signal. We present appropriate solutions of functions for three pertinent connectivity metrics-correlation, coherence and the phase-lag index-and show the usefulness of this approach in simulations of the Kuramoto model and in detecting spheroids in a noisy 3D grid. We apply our methods to examples of international trade and EEG brain functional connectivity. In the former, we reveal important insights into the effectiveness of integration in global economics. In the latter, we show that our approach combines signal dynamics and functional connectivity in a powerful way, outperforming either method on its own in the detection of functional differences between eyes open and eyes closed resting states. This open up a whole new way to analyse temporal information of networks which is conducive to precisely answering research hypotheses and gathering novel insights based both on the connectivity and transient temporal dynamics of the data.
The theoretical framework set out brings the theory of multivariate signal analysis, graph signal processing and network science into a single setting. Using this framework, the theory of temporal connectivity emerges naturally. Essentially, temporal connectivity is the product of graph connectivity with an appropriately defined temporal function which allows, depending on the application or perspective, for the temporal probing of the connectivity information or connectivity-based filtering of pair-wise signal dynamics. Particularly, we provide reasonable solutions for frequency and phase-based connectivity in the form of coherence and phase-lag index, respectively. Our main aims here are thus to introduce the general theoretical setting for computing temporal connectivity (section II) and, in testing, to provide evidence for the benefits of this theory over a benchmark multilayer network approach [4] on which temporal network analysis [3] , [12] currently relies. For this, we use simulations of the Kuramoto model (sections III & IV A) and a spheroid travelling on a 3D grid (sections III & IV B) and test the method on real applications (sections III & IV C) in determining integrated actors in global economics and activated brain regions in neurophysiology.
These techniques thus hold wide ranging consequences for the temporal analysis of networks including in functional brain networks [13] , [14] , economic networks [15] and, indeed, in every topic in which temporal information of networks is important [3] .
II. PROPOSED THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Background 1) Multivariate Signals: Let X ∈ R n×p be a multivariate signal with n channels X = [x 1 , . . . , x n ] T , located in a Euclidean space at points [d 1 , . . . , d n ] ⊂ R n×m , respectively, where each x i is a 1 × p vector. Let T = [t 0 , t ∞ ] be an epoch of interest of the signal and let t ∈ T such that x i (t) is the sample of channel x i at time t. Further, we define v ⊂ {1, . . . , n} as a subset of channels of interest so that X(v, T ) is a temporo-spatial subspace of X.
The analytic signal of X is defined asX
where eachx i = x i + ix i , wherex i is the Hilbert transform of x i .
2) Connectivity analysis:
We define some function of connectivity, F , of pairwise channels, {x i ,x j }, inX as
and we say F (X) = W ∈ R n×n such that
The matrix W can thus be thought of as the weighted adjacency matrix of an undirected graph.
B. General framework
We introduce the definition G = (V,X, E, W) as an undirected graph where V is the set of vertices with |V| = n;X ∈ C n,p the chronologically defined, complex weights of V; E the set of edges with |E| = 2m; and W = {w ij } (i,j)∈E ∈ R n×n the weighted adjacency matrix corresponding to the weights of E. Then (V,X) is the vertex space relating to a weighted vectorX with elements indexed by the vertex set V and (E, W) is the edge space relating to a weighted matrix W with elements indexed by the edge set E. Hence, G constitutes the graph space of the combined vertex and edge spaces where vertices and edges joining those vertices are determined by the vertex labels {1, . . . , n}.
1) Acting on the vertex space: A function, F V , on the vertex space (V,X) is defined on the vertex weights as
Useful examples of such functions where n = m include permutations and thresholds. For n = m and p = q, F v can be a spectral filtering function. Particularly, where there is a time dimension involved, this problem reduces to one of conventional multivariate signal processing.
2) Acting on the edge space: Similarly, a function F E on the edge space (E, W) is defined on the edge weights as
Thresholds and permutations are useful considerations of such functions when n = m = l. Again, much interest is taken on functions which map to lower spaces, l ≤ m ≤ n. This includes spectral and algebraic graph theory. For instance, suppose we have a matrix of pairwise-connectivity from a set of signals. Of particular interest is in applications of network science-when m = l = 1 we refer to F E as a global graph metric, such as transitivity or characteristic path length, and when m = n and l = 1, we refer to F E as a local graph metric, such as the local clustering coefficient or betweenness centrality.
3) Acting on the graph space: In the rest of this article we are concerned with actions involving both vertex and edge spaces, which for convenience we shall call actions on the 'graph space'. That is, we consider functions, F G , of the general form
Particularly, Graph Signal Processing (GSP) acts on the graph space whereX is referred to as the 'graph signal'. Though generally this is regarded as a separate entity to the graph in GSP [6] , [7] , from our perspective the graph is an object which contains the graph signal i.e. the graph signal encodes weights of the vertex set in exactly the same way that the adjacency matrix encodes weights of the edge set.
Particularly of interest to us in this article, are such functions which provide temporo-topological metrics, z, to provide a solution for the temporal analysis of connectivity information, W. Thus we address functions of the form:
where z is a vector of length t-the number of epochs of interest. Note, mostly, in our case, W is a function ofX, and we seek to exploit this dependency to extract temporally precise connectivity information by filtering transient signal dynamics using robust long-term graph connectivity.
4) Dimension preserving functions:
A special category of functions on the graph space are those which resolve to the dimensions of either the vertex space or the edge space, i.e. where m = n and l = k = 1 and where m = l = n and k = 1 in (6), respectively.
We define a vertex preserving function as a function, F, which maps a graph, G, to C n×p . Then the vertex space, {V, F(G)}, can be regarded as a transformed graph signal for a new graph, G F .
We define an edge preserving function as a function, F , which maps a graph, G, to R n×n such that F (G) ij = 0 ⇐⇒ W ij = 0. Then the edge space, {E, F (G)}, can be regarded as a transformed adjacency matrix for a new graph, G F . Less strictly, an edge-dimension preserving function preserves only the dimensions of the edge space and not the condition that F (G) ij = 0 ⇐⇒ W ij = 0.
C. Matrix operations on the graph space
Useful functions on the graph space can be efficiently computed using matrices. Such an implementation requires both a function encoding matrix, A, and the operation with which the matrix acts, ' ', and can be expressed as F A .
1) Edge-dependent operations acting on the vertex space: Since the inner-dimensions of the edge space and vertex space agree, the output of any edge-dimension preserving function together with the usual matrix multiplication, ·, provide useful operations which act on the vertex space, (V,X). Examples include the weighted adjacency matrix, W, and the graph Laplacian, L, both of which have been proposed as the basis for constructing graph signal filters in GSP, as in [7] and [6] , respectively, e.g.
2) Vertex-dependent operations acting on the edge space: Similarly, we seek a parallel for an output of vertex dependent functions towards operations on the edge space, (E, W). We propose a 3D tensor, J, called a J-matrix, defined as follows:
where the non-zero entries of J are defined by what we call a 'temporal connectivity function', F. To make an operation, we combine J with a special operator, , defined such that, for a 3D tensor A ∈ R p×n×n , composed of the p n × n matrices {A k } p k=1 , and 2D matrix B ∈ R n×n , A B produces the matrix where the kth column entries are the n values, { j a kij b ji } n i=1 , of ith rows of A k matrix-multiplied with the ith columns of B, i.e. the diagonal elements of A k · B. Then
so that the operator F J computes a graph filtered temporal analysis of vertex space function F for each node, i. This provides the basis for computing temporal connectivity as detailed in section II-D.
3) The middle way-signal function graphs: Alternatively to the vertex only or edge only-dependent matrix operations, we can, of course, consider operations dependent on both vertex and edge spaces. This can be done by defining a Signal Function (SF) graph. An SF graph has a three dimensional adjacency matrix, ∆, with weights determined by scalar outputs, at time t, provided by a graph weighted temporal connectivity function (8) , that is:
where ∆(t) is the (standard) two dimensional adjacency matrix of the SF graph at time t. Since this graph already employs both vertex and edge space components, we can consider these graphs either combined with and acting on the graph-independent matrices such as the identity matrix (paralleled to the vertex-dependent operations) or combined with matrix multiplication and acting on graph-independent vectors such as the unit vector (paralleled to edge-dependent operations). As we shall see, it is meaningful to also consider other entities related to the signal function graph such as its Laplacian. Importantly, since the SF graph is composed of temporally related graphs, we can explore their topological characteristics. In classical network science, there are many methods proposed to analyse the topology of a graph by applying operations in the edge space, that is, on the edge weight matrix, W. Such methods provide important insights and classifications of the interdependent relationships of the underlying objects. By taking matrix∆ as the absolute values of the SF graph, ∆, we can directly apply all of these operations on the SF graph, slice by slice, allowing for the temporo-topological analysis of graph connectivity. We will demonstrate a basic example of this utilising a very basic clustering coefficient of vertex i at time t, C ∆ (i, t), of the SF graph,∆, defined for a weighted connectivity graph as:
Since network analysis is a well established, wide and varied field, we stick to a very basic example here and hope that the generalisability of the theory laid out allows the reader to easily go further in the required direction.
D. Temporal connectivity
We define temporal connectivity as a the output of a suitably chosen temporal connectivity function (8) weighted by a graph adjacency matrix, W. That is, a function whose output is of the form
Given that W is the output of a function on the analytic signalX (2), if we choose the temporal connectivity function appropriately, it can reveal information of the significance of specific points in time of the connectivity over which the adjacency matrix is constructed. For example, in [5] we chose a temporal connectivity function which helped to uncover the epochs which particularly explained the brain functional differences between cognitive tasks by a formulation which contrasted against the connectivity measure used. From the opposite perspective, the edge space (E, W) acts as a filter for extracting useful information from the vertex space function, F-strong connectivity implies those vertices are sharing or communicating important information consistently, thus these connections amplify the function at those vertices, whereas weak connectivity implies the opposite and suppresses the function at those vertices [5] .
Here we present three vertex functions for three pertinent examples of connectivity matrices-correlation, coherence and phase-lag index.
1) Correlation: The correlation coefficient matrix is of the form:
wherex i is the mean of the values over time of the vertex i. For correlation, Smith et al. [5] previously presented the simple temporal connectivity function:
where x i (t) is the normalised signal over the vertex space, i.e.
is the mean over vertices of the signal at time t. Notably, the entries of the matrix may be negative which is an important principle, as noted in [5] , for maintaining the anti-correlative information. Differences in amplitudes at time t reflects the amplitude dependent correlation coefficient, ρ (13), and thus ρ is a suitable filter of instantaneous information from θ retrieved at t [5] . Note, this relates to the Dirichlet energy components of the graph signal from [6] ,
It is clear, however, that one would also be wise to consider a function deriving more directly from (13):
which we can understand as a measure of instantaneous correlation at the time point t. We shall apply both methods in simulations for comparison.
2) Coherence: The coherence of two channels is a function of frequency, ω, and can be interpreted as a correlation of signal component at ω of the channels:
where P xixj is the cross-spectral density function of x i and x j and P xixi and P xjxj the respective power spectral density functions [16] . By regarding the analytic signal in terms of its instantaneous amplitude and phase components,x(t) = sx(t)e iφx(t) , analagously with correlation, we proceed with the instantaneous amplitude as the temporal connectivity function for coherence:
encoding the squared difference of the envelopes of the signals at frequency ω. Coherence cannot be negative, thus it is a more straightforward case than correlation-high coherence and large differences in the instantaneous amplitudes can be taken generally as a contrast of information; whereas with a small difference in amplitudes implies agreement of information. Thus large temporal connectivity implies some notable discrepancy or epoch of interest in the given time window with the underlying long-term connectivity.
3) Phase-lag index: The Phase-Lag Index (PLI) [17] of two signals is defined as
i.e. the magnitude of the average over time of the signed values of differences of the instantaneous phases of the signals.
Depending on the application, the temporal connectivity function for phase-based connectivity indexes could be the sign of the phase difference of the signals:
or simply the phase difference:
Because of the negative symmetry of these functions, the total energy of the system at time t is
However, summing over a subset of these elements, for example, only over those edges relating to a given node or subset of nodes, would reveal the strength and general nature of the node(s) to lead (+ve) or lag (-ve) in the network at the given epoch. We will now apply these temporal connectivity functions to several simulated and real datasets to provide document of their usefulness.
III. METHODS
We demonstrate temporal connectivity in simulations and real data sets. The Kuramoto model [19] is used as a simulation to assess the usefulness of temporal connectivity over a layered-graph approach. To test the effectiveness of temporal network clustering coefficient metric (11), we devise a simple regime to detect a spheroid travelling over a 3D grid. We then apply our techniques to real high complexity datasets of international trade and EEG brain functional connectivity to provide evidence of the improvements delivered by a temporal connectivity approach. Specifically with the EEG example we seek to provide applicative evidence regarding the benefits of our approach over a multi-layer graph approach as well as over unweighted temporal connectivity functions.
A. Kuramoto Model
We use Kuramoto models to generate six-channel multivariate signals with determined coupling. We use the similar parameters for our model as in [18] . We solve the Kuramoto model of the equations [19] :
where ω i is the 'natural frequency' of channel i, θ i (t) is the phase of channel i at time t and K is the coupling strength of the model [19] . By solving this ordinary differential equation, we get the phases of the channels at time t. We solve for an epoch of length 5000 units with a time-step of 0.1 units. This allows a long enough period for metastability of the system to be reached. We then generate the signals appropriately as x i = cos (θ i ) [18] . In order to introduce small epochs of differing activity within these signals, as is of interest to our theory, we perform a piecewise solution to this equation relating to epochs of stronger/weaker synchronisation dictated by coupling strength, K, as:
with initial conditions θ i (t a ) and θ i (t b ), corresponding to epochs dictated by coupling strengths K 2 and K 1 (the second time), respectively, taken from the solution in the previous epoch.
In our study, the natural frequencies, ω i , are realisations of the random variable ω ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) for some suitably chosen σ. It is known that the critical coupling strength for a metastable state is
where f ω is the probability density function of the natural frequencies. Therefore we define the coupling strength of periods [t 0 , t a ] and [t b + ∆t b , t max ] at the critical point:
Where σ is the standard deviation of the distribution of ω. We draw mean natural frequencies,ω i , from a Gaussian distribution,ω ∼ N (0, σ 2 1 ). We enact this simulation over 100 iterations, where the natural frequencies are subject to additive white Gaussian noise, i.e. ω i =ω i + ξ i , where ξ ∼ N (0, σ 2 2 ). Thus, in fact, from the properties of the sum of two Gaussian distributions,
For our study, we choose σ = √ 0.5 2 + 0.05 2 which gives K 1 = K c ≈ 0.8019. Therefore we contrast two sets of signals where this coupling is increased to K b = 2 and decreased to
By doing this we seek to analyse the difference in response of the system when the coupling strength is set to sub-critical and hyper-critical states in a short epoch.
We repeat this whole process 50 times for newly chosenω i . The initial phases {θ i (0)} 6 i=1 are randomised uniformly over [0, 2π] each time a signal is generated.
For analysis, we choose epochs τ = [t a , t b ] of lengths 30, 75, 150, 300 and 600 to account for relevance of window size on coupling strength change. We compare the reliability of temporal connectivity with a time-layered graph approach where temporal connectivity is computed for disjoint windows of relevant signals of length t = 30, 75, 150, 300 and 600, where t ≤ τ , over a weighted adjacency matrix computed from the total epoch, τ . The time-layered graph approach, on the other hand, computes weighted adjacency matrices for the signals of length t = 30, 75, 150, 300 and 600. Thus the comparison is underpinned by the windows of length t.
The Kuramoto models, as generated above, are downsampled by a factor of 25. We bandpass the signals with an order 30 FIR filter between 1/30 and 1/3 samples per unit, based on trial and error suitability for the generated signals. The time, t a , at which coupling changes is set at 3000 and we study this for instances in which this change lasts for 30, 75, 150, 300 and 600 units. We create graphs of connectivity from the signals and compute average temporal connectivity over three epochs after onset of coupling strength change:
. Thus E 1 relates to the entire epoch in which the changed coupling strength is activated and E 2 and E 3 relate to equally lengthed epochs when the coupling strength reverts back to the critical value (27).
B. Spheroid travelling on a grid
We construct a 10 × 10 × 10 grid in Euclidean space where each point corresponds to time-series, as in section II-A1. A weighted connectivity graph is formed from the inverse distance, computed as w ij = exp(−d 2 ij /4), between the intersecting points in the grid and amplitudes are distributed normally at random to the vertices as N (0, 0.1). At time t, the amplitude at vertex i is increased arbitrarily by an amount, s, and amplitudes at those vertices one unit away from i are increased by 3 4 s. At time t + 1, again amplitudes are assigned uniformly at random but one of the vertices assigned 3 4 s increased amplitude at time t is now randomly selected for an s amplitude increase and its closest neighbours are now assigned 3 4 s. We can liken this to a spheroid travelling randomly across a grainy image. This process continues for 1000 time steps for values of s ranging from 0.1 in steps of 0.1 up to 0.9. We then compute the SF graph,∆, using weights:
so that higher amplitudes close together produces highest connectivity, and calculate the weighted clustering coefficient, C D , at each node at each point in time. The task is then to detect the movement of the spheroid. We compare with simply choosing the vertex with highest amplitude and also by implementing graph filtering approaches based on the graph adjacency matrix [7] and the graph Laplacian [6] . That is, at time t, we select the highest value of the vectors W · X(t), L · X(t) and also the cubed versions W 3 · X(t), L 3 · X(t) to compare a simple temporal connectivity approach with some standard GSP approaches.
C. Real-world datasets 1) International Goods and Trades: The quarterly goods and trades of the countries of the world was gathered from the International Financial Statistics of the International Monetary Fund [20] . We use the data of the first 21 months beginning from January 2014 since this period allows for a good balance between the number of countries included and robustness of connectivity estimation, given that countries which have any missing entries over the chosen period are excluded. Using a temporal connectivity approach here, we hypothesise that by adjusting zeroaveraged economic output (14) via pairwise correlations of the data, as in [5] , we can explore how a greater integration with the global system promotes economic growth. We thus analyse the node gradients,
for each country, i, as it changes over time as well as the average over time. Further, by looking at the variance of the node gradients over time we seek to ascertain the temporal variability of the integrated economic output.
2) EEG data:
We study an eyes-closed, eyes-open dataset of 129-channel EEG activity. This dataset is available online under an Open Database License from the Neurophysilogical Biomarker Toolbox tutorial [21] . It consists for 16 volunteers and is down-sampled to 200Hz. We used the clean dataset which we re-referenced to an average reference and filtered in Alpha (8-13Hz) before further analysis. Alpha activity is well known to undergo notable changes between these states [22] , thus such a dataset provides a straightforward testing ground for our techniques on complex brain recordings.
These long recordings allow us to arbitrarily take windows starting at the 1000th sample and lasting 16, 32, 64, . . . , 4096 samples. We take this measure to avoid the possibility of pre-processing artefacts at the beginning of the signal. To investigate frequency-based dynamics, we compute coherence and PLI for these datasets and choose modules for analysis based on observable differences in the average weights over graphs computed from the largest window-4096. Modules allow us to compute our phase-based methods without redundancy (23) . Figure 1 shows these average adjacency matrices. Clearly, around 1-30 nodes and 60-90 nodes both show differences in coherence and PLI, thus we choose these as Module A and Module B, respectively, to compare our methods. Taking modules as opposed to using global connectivity will help us to assess signed-phase temporal connectivity for the PLI.
Modular connectivity is computed as per the formula in [5] :
t∈T i∈Vx j∈V
where V x are the module vertices and T is the epoch of interest. For this dataset we seek to clarify not only the usefulness of our methods compared to weighted graphs by themselves, as in the Kuramoto example, but also the usefulness of temporal connectivity functions with a graph support as opposed to using unweighted temporal connectivity functions, i.e. putting all weights equal 1 in (31).
IV. RESULTS

A. Kuramoto Model
We look at the correlation coefficient with both squared difference (14) and instantaneous correlation (17); coherence with instantaneous amplitude difference (19) and PLI with weighted unsigned instantaneous phase difference (21) (unsigned is chosen to avoid redundancy for global measurements). We do paired t-tests on the values:
for each epoch E k separately, where F is the relevant temporal connectivity function in section II-D. We compare this with the mean weight alone of graphs computed from different lengths of time windows 30, 75, 150, 300 and 600 units, as for the temporal connectivity. 2 . Number of differences as colour plots with a colour axis from 0 (dark blue) to 100 (bright yellow). Each plot provides the results for each length, τ , for the period of difference in coupling between Kuramoto models (y-axis) and each time window taken for temporal connectivity (TC) analysis. Here, 'corr' refers to correlation, 'coh' to coherence and 'pli' to phase-lag index. The first row shows results for period 0-τ , i.e. the actual active window of different coupling strength. The second and third rows shows control results for the subsequent two windows (τ -2τ and 2τ -3τ ) of equal length after the event. Columns 1 and 2 provides results for correlation TC and edge weights, respectively; columns 3 and 4 for coherence TC and edge weights; columns 5 and 6 for pli TC and edge weights.
The number of trials per epoch in which the t-tests showed significant values is shown in a colour chart (dark blue to bright yellow) in Fig. 2 .
It is clear that the unsigned temporal connectivity approach with PLI is not effective in this instance. Since signed weights are always zero for global results, we shall test their effectiveness in the analysis of larger EEG networks where useful subsets of vertices are easier to identify. We note that coherence was unable to be computed for windows of size 30 (12 samples) because the number of frequency points analysed must be less than the number of samples, whereas using temporal connectivity there is no problem with analysis of such small windows. Otherwise, comparing correlation and coherence it appears that the temporal connectivity approach is more effective than the time-layered graph approach, notice the brighter yellow pixels.
To confirm this statistically, we vectorise the results for each τ and t ≤ τ . Table I provides information for the mean of the differences of these vectors for correlation and coherence, i.e. mean of correct differences found for temporal connectivity − time-layered graph. We also perform paired t-tests on these vectors to show the statistical significance of the mean difference. Also shown in this table are the results for the instantaneous correlation − squared difference for the temporal connectivity with correlation graphs. The squared difference results are thus not presented in Fig. 2 as it is clear that instantaneous phase performs much better (Table I first row). The third and fourth rows show that temporal connectivity is more accurate than the graph layered approach, even when the window for graph construction of temporal connectivity is always taken as the largest possible in our setup. The second row dictates that the coherence method slightly betters correlation, which is sensible from the frequency-based formulation of the simulations.
B. Spheroid on a 3D-grid
We take the largest C D (11) as the measure to detect the central point of the spheroid at each point in time and compare with just taking the highest amplitude value of the signal and the highest value of GSP filtered signals W · X(t), L · X(t), W 3 · X(t) and L 3 · X(t), see Fig.3 . As is notable, C D obtains the most correct guesses in every instance. Furthermore, none of the GSP versions perform better than the naive highest amplitude approach when s ≥ 0.2. Since W and L fair better than their cubic versions, we know that the improvement noted by the clustering coefficient method is not down to the cube of the graph distance information resulting from (11) .
An example of how the proposed method is able to correctly identify a spheroid centre which has been incorrectly identified using the higherst amplitude is shown in Fig. 4 . In this example, the increased amplitude of 3/4s given to one of the nearest vertices, 452, provides a larger overall amplitude to the s given to the central vertex. By using the SF graph method, however, this error due to noise is corrected since most of the nearest vertices to 452 have a very small comparative amplitude to those of the true centre at 462. We performed t-tests on the populations of distance to the real central vertex provided by the highest amplitude approach and the signal clustering approach. All comparisons showed greater accuracy in the latter approach with p < 1 × 10 −25 except for the s = 0.1 case for which the p-value was 3.57 × 10 −4 .
C. Real-world datasets 1) International Goods and Trades: Fig. 5 shows the original time-series alongside the graph adjusted time series estimated using the node gradient with correlation and normalised squared difference as the temporal connectivity function. We see a stark contrast particularly for mainland China (green), between the original and adjusted timeseries. This suggests to us that perhaps the economy of China is not well integrated with the rest of the world. Indeed, there is a rather obvious anti-correlation between the node gradients of China and, for example, the USA. On the other hand the USA (blue) and Germany (red) show a well integrated economy. In fact, Fig. 6 shows the sum of these time series (top) and node gradients (bottom) for each country. We highlight some well known economies. Of all these economies, Germany and USA show a clear dominance in the adjusted version, whereas all the other highlighted economies appear to shrink, gravitating towards the median. Most remarkably, again, is the Fig. 5 . Left, the quarterly trade of goods ($) of world countries. We highlight those of China (Mainland), USA, Germany and Japan as the top trading countries in the world. Right, the 'graph filtered' signal taken as the node gradient of the given country using the graph of global correlations and the squared difference temporal connectivity function. Fig. 6 . Top, the total trade of goods ($) of world countries from January 2014 till September 2015. Bottom, the total of the node gradients of those countries using the graph of global correlations and the squared difference temporal connectivity function.
case of China, which shows a marked shrinking in significance in comparison with the original time-series. Other expectedly large economies, eg. UK, Russia, India and Mexico, largely fail to distinguish themselves from the rest of the world in the adjusted values. Results of standard deviation for the node gradients of Germany (1.4856), USA (1.1834) and China (0.5000) reveal a high variability in Germany and a low variability in mainland China. This contrasts with the much larger variability of the original signal in China than elsewhere (Fig. 5, left) . This suggests that the global integration of Germany's output is rather volatile, whereas the large fluctuations of the original time-series of China appear to be smoothed out when looking at global integration.
2) EEG data: For modules A and B similarly as for the Kuramoto model, we compute temporal connectivity using τ and t ≤ τ , all defined in section III-C2. We then compute the density, (differences found)/(total possible) of significant p-values from paired t-tests of eyes closed vs eyes open conditions across the 16 participants and plot for modules A and B. For module A, Fig. 7 , we see that the temporal connectivity appears the most effective for coherence (column 1), where more yellow means higher percentage of success in finding differences. Particularly, the graphs alone perform poorly in comparison. For PLI, the graphs alone appear most effective in general, whereas the null temporal connectivity (row 2) is particularly poor. In this case, the weighted phase difference is more effective than the unweighted phase difference for temporal connectivity. For module B, Fig. 8 , again the temporal connectivity approach appears more effective than the others for coherence (column 1), though notably the graph only approach does considerably better than it does in module A. For the PLI (column 2), we see a contrasting result where the temporal connectivity approach (top) outperforms the graph only approach (bottom). Again here, the weighted phase difference does better than the unweighted case and the null temporal connectivity performs noticeably poorly (second row). It is evident that coherence is in general the better method for establishing the difference between eyes closed and eyes open resting state conditions in this dataset.
We confirm these observations statistically in Table II using an identical approach as for the Kuramoto simulations (Table I) , i.e. vectorising the results and calculating mean differences and paired t-tests for determining the best approach for properties of interest. Particularly, coherence temporal connectivity significantly outperforms the null temporal connectivity and coherence layered graph weights for both Modules (top two rows for modules A and B). In module A it is in fact 20 percentage points clear of the weighted graph approach whilst only 3 percentage points clear of the null connectivity, telling us that the information provided by the null connectivity appears to be the more significant factor here. Rows 3 for A and B show that the weighted phase difference is slightly better than the signed phase difference for PLI temporal connectivity over the two modules, although this is only significant (α = 0.05) for module A. Testing which is better between PLI temporal connectivity and the graph only PLI approach, we see that for module A, row 4, there is no significant difference between the two techniques, whereas for module B, row 4, temporal connectivity is clearly more effective by an average of 12 percentage points. Lastly, it is clear that PLI temporal connectivity is more effective than null temporal connectivity for both modules, last two rows for A and B. V. DISCUSSION
The theoretical framework outlined for temporal connectivity provides the connection between the graph and signal domains in a manner which can be readily exploited for a multitude of problems. By defining special operators, we can map linearly between the domains in a meaningful way. Particularly, in the Appendix, equation (37) shows how the Dirichlet energy can be equivalently computed by operating on the edge space or the vertex space and how the Dirichlet graph provides the identity solution in both spaces.
The temporal connectivity technique has been rigorously tested both globally on small sized simulations, showing an improvement in accurately detecting significant coupling changes of signals beyond standard functional connectivity approaches for correlation and coherence, and locally on larger more complex EEG data, again outperforming standard functional connectivity, but also non-graph filtered temporal connectivity. It is reasonable to suggest that this improvement is, in effect, due to a filtering of pairwise signal interactions by suppressing connections deemed unimportant and emphasising those which are most important. That is, we denoise the dynamics. Similarly, computing graphs from short-term windows make those graphs subject to the highly volatile fluctuations of the EEG activity and, thus, less reliable.
Applications to understanding brain function is particularly noteworthy as shown in our previous EEG study where we were able to pinpoint temporal dynamics of task related ERPs to 20ms precision [5] with a very basic approach. Since brain functional connectivity is proposed to be underpinned by synchronisations of electrochemical pulses [23] , we expect that applying our methods for frequency and phase-based connectivity measures may even better uncover transient dynamic network activity believed to underlie cognition which, crucially, can aid in clinical neurophysiology such as in understanding and detecting Alzheimer's disease and Schizophrenia [24] .
We further explored the flexibility of the theoretical framework for understanding different problems. Using a novel temporo-topological approach, we showed an increased ability to detect a spheroid travelling over a 3D grid over a more naive approach and GSP graph filtering approaches. Based on the assumption of equal radius in all directions of the spheroid, by providing a neighbourhood clustering of the amplitudes, we can better detect where the centre point of the spheroid activity is. Being able to easily manipulate the signal dynamics itself proves to provide a more flexible data analysis method than being restricted to graph adjacency matrix or Laplacian polynomial filters.
Exploring correlations in economic data, we uncovered the fundamental importance of global integration. The two world economic superpowers, USA and China, have drastically different levels of integration with the global system-the former having a long history as an outward-looking proponent of economic liberalism and the latter only recently emerging from economic conservatism [25] . This is clearly reflected in our analysis. However, using the high resolution information from our analysis, we were able to ascertain that China's output was the more stable over time.
Temporal connectivity is a very flexible framework, but this also means that in its application it requires a carefully considered formulation. For example, if one finds that using correlation connectivity weights with a phase-based temporal connectivity function gives the best results, it must be carefully explained why the user believes that this works, given that the components are not directly related. This is the reason that we do not mix these elements in our study and only provide the most obviously meaningful combinations. Since temporal connectivity and time-layered graphs have different frameworks, they may be more useful for different applications which is still to be explored. We hope this theory can be applied to a wide range of datasets and allow users to explore their data networks with power and the highest possible precision.
VI. CONCLUSION
We provided a general theoretical framework of temporal connectivity. We showed that this framework encompasses graph theory, signal processing and graph signal processing and we provided the link between these domains via an equation relating to the Dirichlet energy of a graph signal. This framework enables temporo-topological analysis at the resolution of the signal of graph connectivity estimated from, e.g., time-series and distances. In simulations we showed that our method using long-term window graph construction with a short-term window analysis is more reliable than using time-layered graphs computed from short-term windows. We further showed that our framework allows the combination of distance with signal information between vertices which outperforms analysis using signals alone both in Kuramoto models and in comparing EEG eyes-open and eyes-closed resting states. In the applied setting, we gathered useful insights into how political realities are reflected in analysis of economic time-series. The implications of this theory reaches into every domain in which temporal network analysis is desired.
VII. APPENDIX: DIRICHLET ENERGY EXAMPLE
We take a simple but pertinent example of these theoretical outcomes to explain how Dirichlet energy can be computed equivalently either with vertex-dependent operations, edge-dependent operations or using SF graphs, thus illustrating the validity, generality and broader perspective offered by the proposed theoretical framework.
The Dirichlet energy, E(G, t), of graph G at time t is E(G, t) = n i,j=1
which measures the inverse smoothness of the vertex weights,X, at time t over the edge weights, W, [6] . It is known that this can be calculated using graph Laplacian, L = D − W, of G, where D is the diagonal matrix of the degrees of the vertices in G. From section II-B4, we see that L is the output of an edge-dimension preserving function acting on the edge space. Further, section II-B1 tells us that L, with the operation as the usual matrix multiplication, ., is an operation, F L · , which can act on the vertex space, i.e.
Symmetrically, we can define a special case J-matrix as the 3-D matrix J = {{x i (k) − x j (k)} n i,j=1 } p k=1 . Then F J is a function which is dependent on the vertex space and acts on the edge space so that
Thus, for H = αF + β, H J ≡ H L · , i.e. these functions are equivalent up to linearity. Note that this does not generalise to equivalence with polynomials of the Laplacian, L, from which graph signal filters are constructed as in [6] . Clearly, F 2 J (W) = F 2 L . (X)-the former is a polynomial of a vertex dependent function while the latter is a polynomial of an edge dependent function.
Finally, we define the Dirichlet SF graph using weights of edge (i, j) ∈ E for {i, j} ∈ V, aŝ w ij (t) = w ij (x i (t) − x j (t)).
Analogously to the graph Laplacian in the edge space, we can define the Laplacian of the Dirichlet graph, Γ ∈ R p×n×n , of G, as the output of an edge-dimension preserving function on the graph space, where, takinĝ w ij (t) = w ij (x i (t) −x j (t)), Γ = F ({W, X}) = n k=1ŵ ik (t) if i = ĵ w ij (t) otherwise.
We define Γ(t) as the tth n × n matrix of Γ. Then, for all t, the sum of the columns of Γ(t) is the zero vector, 0 n , the sum of the rows of Γ(t) is {2 n j=1ŵ ij (t)} i∈V , sinceŵ ij (t) = −ŵ ji (t), and Γ(t) · 1 n = 2tr(L · X(t)).
Further, the sum of the diagonal of Γ is { n j=1ŵ ij } i∈V so that Γ(t) I n = J W and thus we have the following equivalence:
